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ABSTRACT

Keywords

Type hierarchies are an integral part of the object oriented
software reuse machinery. Software flexibility can be increased through type inheritance which, if used in accordance with Liskov Substitution Principle (LSP) enables safe
object substitution.
Assuming that formal specifications are available for a set
of subtypes, we present our early doctoral research on the
automatic inference of an extended deterministic finite automaton that describes the legal usage of abstract supertypes and ensures the behavioral subtyping relation as defined by the Liskov Substitution Principle (LSP). We obtain
the supertype interface automata by incrementally exploring
the specification of the subtypes, unifying correlated subtype
fields, simplifying predicates through quantification, and finally creating new model fields that we associate with the
remaining predicates.
The inferred automaton is simulated by the behavior of
each subtype and can be used for safe hierarchy extension,
verification of new hierarchy clients, and emphasis of LSP
non-compliant methods.

automated specification mining, type specification inference,
type inheritance, object oriented software

1.

INTRODUCTION

One of the promises of the object-oriented programming
paradigm is that of easier extension through encapsulation
and type inheritance. However extending a hierarchy while
only structurally matching the interface is unsafe and has
determined the development of behavioral subtyping [14]
which enables safe object substitution. Given the existence
of formal behavioral specifications for both subtype and supertype, the behavioral subtyping relation can also be automatically verified.
Writing formal specifications manually is however a laborious process that in the presence of inheritance and polymorphic calls becomes even more difficult. An early paper
by Huisman, on the verification of the AbstractCollection
class from the standard Java API, shows that manual specification is error prone and requires careful refinement [13].
The usefulness of specification for checking reliability, safety,
and other properties of software cannot be denied and the
automatic generation of specifications is highly sought after
using different techniques [2, 10, 19, 20, 21]. Existing approaches typically rely either on static program analysis or
on dynamic execution analysis both of which have precision
problems. Static analysis based methods are limited due to
undecidability and overestimate unlikely paths which cause
high rate of false specifications. Dynamic analysis methods
are limited by the number and variety of available executions traces and under-represent the exceptional situations
that are usually critical to program safety.
In this paper we present our early research for a new specification inference method that relies on existing specifications for the concrete types from an inheritance hierarchy
and which is (by construction) at least as precise as the existing specifications. Our approach only works for abstract
supertypes, a category that is under-represented by current
approaches.
Assuming that the subtypes from a hierarchy have formal
first order logic specifications in the form of class invariants and method pre- and post-conditions we (1) construct
for the supertype an extended interface automaton from the
synchronous exploration of the subtype specifications; (2)
identify correlations between subtype fields; (3) unify correlated fields; (4) refine the supertype specification by inserting model fields for the remaining variables or predicates (if
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predicate abstraction is available); (5) use approximation to
remove any other subtype-specific fields.
The main contribution of our approach consists of the
mechanized generation of an extended interface automaton
that describes the correct usage of abstract supertypes. The
inferred automaton is constructed in such a way as to define
that supertype specification which ensures that the subtypes
are true behavior subtypes as defined by Liskov and Wing
in [14]. For hierarchies that are not based on the behavioral
subtyping relation this restriction causes the inferred automaton to contain only transitions that correspond to the
supertype methods which are LSP compliant. If no methods
can used uniformly then the trivial single state automaton
is generated. Using a program verifier [3, 9], the inferred
specification can be used to check the safety properties of
new hierarchy subtypes.
The interface automaton inferred using our approach complements existing approaches that generate specifications
only for concrete types and ignore or are less precise for
abstract types.
In the next sections we describe our approach, its assumptions, the construction procedure and possible refinements.
An example is given and the paper concludes with the related work and current and future plans.

2.

SUPERTYPE BEHAVIOUR INFERENCE

This section presents the proposed method for inference of
supertype interface automata. Before diving into the actual
inference procedure we present the assumptions on which
our approach relies and we define the extended interface
automaton.

2.1

Extended Interface Automaton Definition

In this section we formally describe our approach and incrementally apply it on an example, to build the behavioral
interface for the Engine type from Figure 1.
Similar to [1, 12], we have chosen to represent the inferred
behavior using interface automata which is automata-based
formalism that captures input assumptions about the order
in which the methods of an component may be called. We
extend interface automata by labeling transitions with the
method name and restrictions on method parameters. Formally an behavioral interface is a deterministic automaton
A = (Σ, S, s0 , δ, F ) where S is the set of all states, F ⊆ S
is the set of final states, s0 ∈ S is the initial state, Σ is the
alphabet accepted by the automaton and δ : S × Σ → S is
the transition function.
To formalize the input alphabet accepted by our extended
automaton, let us consider an initial program state s ∈ S
and a final state s0 ∈ S both defined using relations over V ,
the program variables. Also, let v and v 0 be sets of variables
values denoting legal values in states s and s0 respectively
and P rem (p, v), P ostm (p, v, v 0 ) the pre- and postcondition
of method m(p) (with p the set of parameters) which causes
the automaton to change states from S to S 0 . Using these
definitions, a transition is defined by S and S 0 the source
and destination states, the input symbol m(p) (the method
name and parameters) and can be annotated with pre- and
postconditions (P rem (p, v) and P ostm (p, v, v 0 ) respectively)
expressed as relations between state variables and parameters.

2.3

Interface Automata Construction

The extended interface automaton is constructed as the
product automaton of the subtype specifications. We start
with the initial state of the automaton, which we describe as
the disjunction of subtype constructor postconditions. We
write s0 , the formula for the initial state of the interface
automaton, as s0 = ∨(s0i ) where s0i itself is a disjunction
of the postconditions from each of subtype i’s constructors.

Assumptions

Behavioral subtyping assumptions We assume that
that the type hierarchy is constructed using the behavioral
subtyping relation as presented in [14]. This is a key property during the automaton construction procedure (Section
2.3) as Liskov’s behavioral subtyping rules are used (1) to
check whether a method can be invoked from a given state
and (2) to determine the relation that describes the destination state of a transition.
Subtype specification assumption We assume that the
derived types have formal specifications in the form of type
invariants, constraints and method pre- and postconditions.
While in a manual specification process it is unlikely that
only subtypes will have specifications, our approach is useful
when used in conjunction with other tools or techniques that
infer specification only for concrete types (i.e.,Daikon [8]).
Also in a maintenance context, if a new supertype must
be extracted from several types then our approach can be
applied to also infer a specification for the new abstract type.
Based on the formal specification we construct an interface
automaton starting from the initial state and incrementally
exploring the all states and transitions as implied by the
invariants, pre- and postconditions of each method.

<abstract>
Engine
fuelCapacity: int
+start(): void
+rotateAxle(r : int): void
+pistonCount(): int

SteamEngine
-pressure: int
+start(): void
+rotateAxle(r: int): void
+pistonCount(): int
+releasePressure(): void

CombustionEngine
isInGear: boolean
fuelAvailable: int
-pistonCount: int
+start(): void
+rotateAxle(r: int): void
+pistonCount(): int

Figure 1: The Engine type hierarchy. We assume
that SteamEngine and CombustionEngine are behavioral subtypes of Engine.
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S0
pressure=1 & fuelAvailable=0
& ! isInGear

start()

S0
mv=INIT

rotateAxle(r);
r >0 & pressure-r*10>=20 & fuelAvailable-r*5>=10 & isInGear;
(pressure=\old(pressure)-r*10) | (fuelAvailable=\old(fuelAvailable)-r*5);

rotateAxle(r);
r >0 & r<=3;
mv=\old(mv)-r*5;

start()

start()

start()
S1
(pressure =50) |
(fuelAvailable =25 & isInGear)

start()

S2
(50> pressure>=20) |
((25>fuelAvailable>=10) & isInGear)

S1
(mv =25)

rotateAxle(r);
r >0 & pressure-r*10>=20 & fuelAvailable-r*5>=10 & isInGear;
(pressure=\old(pressure)-r*10) | (fuelAvailable=\old(fuelAvailable)-r*5);

Figure 3: The interface automaton after pruning
most of the subtype-specific references

of rotateAxle(r:int) . S1, the destination state for start() is
described by the disjunction of the subtype postconditions.
From S1 calling start() simply loops back, however S1 satisfies the precondition of rotateAxle(r:int) which causes a
transition into S2. The equations for S2 are obtained using
Equation 2, which introduces the starting state equations
and the precondition within the postcondition and yields
the equations for the destination state. The result of this
process is presented in Figure 2. To avoid figure clutter, we
have omitted the postcondition for the start() method since
it is identical to S1. We have also omitted the invariant
fuelCapacity > 0 and the transitions associated with pistonCount() since it has no side-effects and no preconditions, it
can be invoked from any state and would only loop back to
that state.

Table 1: CombustionEngine specification.

Method Signature
start(): void
ensures
rotateAxle(r:int):void
requires
ensures
pistonCount(): int
ensures

S2
(25>mv>=10

rotateAxle(r);
r >0 & r<3 & mv-r*5>=10;
mv=\old(mv)-r*5;

Figure 2: The interface automaton obtained after
the synchronous exploration of the specifications of
SteamEngine and CombustionEngine

Invariants

start()

fuelCapacity > 0
fuelAvail ≤ fuelCapacity
fuelAvail ≥ 0
pistonCount > 0
Preconditions and postconditions
isInGear ∧ fuelAvail = 25
r > 0 ∧ fuelAvail − r · 5 ≥ 10 ∧ isInGear
fuelAvail = \old(fuelAvail) − r · 5
\result = pistonCount

Next we attempt to identify which supertype methods can
be invoked from the initial state by using the preconditions
from the subtypes. A method m can be invoked from state
s0 if Equation 1 is satisfiable, given that mi is the implementation of m in subtype i, P remi is the precondition of
mi , Invi is the class invariant for subtype i and V is the set
of all variables from all subtypes and v is a valuation for all
variables from V .
If a method satisfies Equation 1 then a transition from s0
to a new state s1 is possible. Following the subtyping rules
of the LSP [14], the new state is described by Equation 2,
where P ostmi is the postcondition of mi and v 0 is a valuation
for all variables in state s1 . Checking and simplifying these
equations can be done by employing recent SMT solvers such
as [6, 18].
Ideally this iterative process continues until no new transitions can be added to the automaton. However, in practice the iteration will likely have to be limited using overapproximation. For example if it is determined that a new
state implies an existing state, it has to be decided whether
the new state will be actually added or the transition will
be redirected to the existing state.
Figure 1 presents a UML class diagram of a contrived Engine hierarchy that we will use to exemplify our approach.
The formal specification for each type is provided in tables 2 and 1. We assume that after construction the member fields are initialized with the following values: Engine:
{f uelCapacity := 200}, SteamEngine : {pressure := 1} and
CombustionEngine : {f uelAvail := 0 ∧ isInGear := f alse}.
For this example, the extended interface automaton can
be obtained using the construction procedure informally described above. From the initial state S0 only start() can
be called since this state does not satisfy the precondition

2.4

Abstraction of subtype-specific fields

A problem with the resulting automaton is that it is labeled with lots of subtype member fields that have no meaning in the context of the supertype. This can be alleviated
if we simplify the preconditions of each transition using the
constraints that define the source and destination states.
Model Field Insertion A model field, as defined for JML
in [7], is an abstract type member that is visible only within
the specification. It is defined in the abstract supertype
and in subtypes it is given a representation in the form of a
formula based on other subtype-specific state variables.
We use model fields to replace references to subtype-specific
information, either actual fields or more usually information
common to all subtypes. In the example from Figure 2,
mv is the model field that replaces references to pressure,
fuelAvail and isInGear .

Table 2: SteamEngine specification.
Invariants
Method Signature
start(): void
ensures
rotateAxle(r: int): void
requires
ensures
pistonCount(): int
ensures
releasePressure(): void
requires
ensures
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fuelCapacity > 0
pressure > 0
Preconditions and postconditions
pressure = 50
r > 0 ∧ pressure − r · 10 ≥ 20
pressure = \old(pressure) − r · 10
\result = 2
pressure > 20
pressure = 20

Extensive use of model fields can cause the supertype specification to become overly complicated which in turn results
in difficulties when the hierarchy needs to be extended with
new subtypes.
Model fields can also be used together with predicate abstraction [11] to further remove specific references from the
supertype interface automaton. To limit the proliferation
of model fields it is useful to first identify some relations
between predicates (similar to field unification but not only
across subtypes also within single subtypes). Implementing
subtype representations for the predicate abstraction model
fields is trivial as the Boolean field takes the predicate expression as representation in the subtypes from which the
predicate originated and is undefined in others.
Unification The first step is to attempt to identify correlations between fields from different subtypes. Such correlations function as an invariant for the supertype and may
reduce dependency on subtype-specific fields. If there exist
a set of fields, one from each subtype and a relation between
them then we can unify the set of fields.
The natural representation for the unification is a model
field so updating the supertype specification with one for
each set of unified fields is straightforward. The model
field must also be given a representation within each subtype. The representations are deduced from the equations
obtained from the unification process.
In the example from Figure 2 in S1 and S2 the following
correlation exists between pressure, fuelAvail and isInGear :
inGear == true∧pressure = 2·fuelAvail . Since the correlation does not hold in S0 we refine it and obtain Equations 35 as the correlations of pressure, fuelAvail , and isInGear .
(assuming that the supertype variable that holds the current state is named ST ). The model field used for unification mv is defined in S0 as mv = IN IT , in S1 and S2 as
mv = f uelAvail ∧ mv = pressure/2, where IN IT is some
arbitrary value and ST is the supertype model field that
holds the current state. The representation of mv in the
subtypes can be obtained from Equations (3-5).

pre- and postconditions of rotateAxle(r:int) . The same simplification has been applied to the rotateAxle(r:int) transition from S2 to S2 and as expected the constraints obtained
differ from the other rotateAxle(r:int) transition that starts
in S1.
Simplification through quantification Let Q(v, p) be a
predicate on state variables and method parameters, then
A
depending on the desired goal we may define QA
p (v), Qv (p)
as two abstractions of Q(v, p), the first abstracting method
parameters (suited for abstracting state relations) and the
second abstracting state variables (best suited for transition constraints). One way to obtain such abstractions is
through quantification over p: ∃p . QA
p (v) ⇒ Q(v, p) and
over v: ∃v . QA
v (p) ⇒ Q(v, p). Solving the existential quantification is a frequent problem in model-checking and recent
tools can handle it very well.
The advantage of this approach is that it simplifies constraints without introducing any artifacts within the abstract supertype specification. The disadvantage is that it
could yield an approximative specification and as such may
not be useful for a particularly restrictive use-case.
Approximation and predicate abstraction may be leveraged to generate a behavioral interface either very precise or
easier to implement in a new subtype. Using coarse approximations will result in an automaton that is simple, contains
fewer restrictions but can only be used to prove a limited
set of safety properties. Using model fields with predicate
abstraction extensively will yield an interface that is more
precise, can be used to prove a larger set of safety properties
but is more complex and may be more difficult to understand
and use for hierarchy extension.

3.

RELATED WORK

Program specification mining has been approached from
several angles in the literature. Among the first to generate a temporal interface for objects, Whaley et al. [21]
use static analysis to find all pairs of methods that called
in order throw an exception. These facts are augmented
with information obtained from a dynamic analysis to create FSMs that model the behavior of Java classes, however
for interfaces and abstract types their approach is reduced
to a dynamic analysis. Several other static analysis based
approaches have been proposed in [2, 10, 4]. These rely on
the analysis of the concrete class source code and are not directly usable for the inference of specifications for abstract
types.
Recently, researchers have applied static analysis to the
client source code hoping to infer usage patterns of components [19, 16]. This approach can also generate specifications
for abstract types but is limited by the specific usages that
the clients implement.
Another category of approaches is based on the analysis of program execution traces. In [15], Lorenzoli et al.
uses dynamic analysis to infer extended finite state machines
(EFSM) that represent the behavioral interfaces of component. The Daikon tool presented in [8] also uses execution
traces to infer likely program invariants. Since these tools
analyze program execution traces, they only observe the usage of concrete object types and cannot directly infer the
specification of abstract types.
Our construction procedure is similar to the witness inference algorithm from [12] if we consider Liskov’s behavioral
subtyping constraints [14] as a safety property. Their ap-

(ST 6= S0 ∧ isInGear ) ∧ (ST = S0 ⇒ ¬isInGear ) (3)
(ST 6= S0 ⇒ pressure = 2 · mv) ∧ (ST = S0 ⇒ pressure = 1) (4)
(ST 6= S0 ⇒ fuelAvail = mv) ∧ (ST = S0 ⇒ fuelAvail = 0) (5)

Using Equations 3-5 we can replace pressure, fuelAvail
and isInGear from all predicate used in the automaton and
simplify all formulas.
Transition Constraints Simplification At this stage,
the transition pre- and postconditions are fully specified using the relations from the subtypes and any unified variables
we may have obtained at the previous step. We can simplify them by introducing the relations from the source state
into the relations for the pre- and postconditions. Ideally
this step will remove references to subtype fields and leave
only parameter related constraints. This simplification may
cause different transitions labeled with the same method to
have different pre- and postcondition annotations, however
each of these is more precise (and likely more compact) than
the complete method constraints. If needed, the complete
precondition can be constructed from the disjunction of all
transition preconditions and source state specifications.
In Figure 3 the rotateAxle(r:int) transition from S1 to S2
has been simplified by using S1’s defining relation with the
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5.

proach is incomplete for our case since it produces a supertype specification that also references subtype specific fields
and methods.
The interface automata construction procedure presented
in this paper is similar to the state exploration of bounded
model checking [5]. However the purpose is different, model
checking explores states trying to find property violations,
we on the other hand construct a specification.
Regarding the analysis of type hierarchies, the work of Mihancea [17] is related in the sense that he is able to identify
inconsistent subtype usage by analyzing hierarchy usages.
However he’s results are focused towards reverse-engineering
and program understanding and cannot be used for automatic verification.

4.
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ONGOING WORK AND CONCLUSIONS

Evaluation. A prototype implementation that uses JML
specifications for the Java programming language is under
development. We plan to evaluate the quality of our results
using the subtype specifications from ESC/Java2’s jmlspecs
project and comparing our results with the jmlspecs supertype specifications.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach together with
existing specification inference tools, we will use the subtype
specifications obtained using tools such as Daikon [8] and
SAFE [19] and again compare our results with the supertype
specifications from the jmlspecs project.
To evaluate the usefulness of our results we will use a program verifier to find specification violations in several large
software applications. We will then compare the results obtained using specification inferred using our approach with
the results obtained using the specifications from the jmlspecs project.
Future Work. Further work will involve measuring the
effectiveness of our results in advancing object oriented software engineering and maintenance by providing an automated behavioral safety net to developers that have to use
or extend type hierarchies. If integrated with and IDE we
could identify related types that should have a common base
class and methods that are safe to “pull-up” in the base class.
Adding a static checker would provide a maintainer with
information about mis-behaving methods from subtypes or
mis-behaving hierarchy clients. Our approach complements
existing techniques that cannot obtain specification for abstract classes.
Conclusions. In this paper we have presented a novel
method for the inference of behavioral interfaces for abstract
supertypes. By construction the resulting interface automaton ensures the behavioral subtyping relation between supertypes and subtypes, a property that enables the emphasis of
interface methods that adhere to the LSP which can be used
uniformly across subtypes. This is a highly desirable feature
that opens several new alleys for software engineering and
maintenance research.
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